E-BOOK-E

An alternative way to read a ‘book.’
PURPOSE & OBJECTIVE

• To provide help and guidance for average students whose English language proficiency is limited
• To scaffold the students in technology, since most of the participants are of lower income families, thus computer and internet are scarce
• To have a black and white evidence of students’ achievement
• To blend with their advanced group of friends to achieve ‘Better Community Better Life’ - Global Citizen
ACTIVITIES

- ORGANISED THE COMMITTEE
- LOOKED FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
- PLANNED THE SCHEDULE
- LAID OUT FRAMEWORK
- DISTRIBUTED THE LOAD
- END PRODUCT
- TEACHING AND LEARNING MATERIAL
OUTCOMES

Initiates students’ ability in learning English language since the mid year examination’s grade had improved. Academically, English language lesson had increased in term of speaking wise and written work. Indirectly, the students involved had inspired their other companions to contribute in our future project. Thus, it can be said, this Electronic English-Book is a constructive item to scaffold the English language learning process. As a result, they had confident to start to communicate with foreigners and go global.
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